FALL 2017

President's List

Olga Adamson
Jacob Ahiyon
Bruck Angeleska
Gurin Anna
Sinai Biston
Ross Bohan
Michael Borriello
Jarrod Bresky
Evy Brundrett
David Byrne
Robert Caggiano
Kenzo Campos
Raymond Capaldo
Alvise Carpin
Emilie Casso
Dimitriy Chesnov
Sophia Christos
Joncarlo Cintron
Senovia Clarke
Krystianna Clause
Matthew Cohen
Hunter Courten
Troy Currier
Vincenzo Cuvin
Kimone Davis
Faria De
Olivia Diaz
Yan Dobromyslov
Dakota Donhauser
Buduzhi Eligwe
Sereen Elmomani
Greggory Erro
Laura Evans
Jona Eveillard-Prophete
Mark Faeth
Brianna Fitzhenry
Tiffany Francis
Rowan Gass
Zachary Geller
Francois Ghesquiere
Morgan Graff
Alexis Griffith
Cassandra Grose
Hannah Hansen
Samantha Hartman
Joa He
John Henry
Nicholas Herron
Tony Herscu
Huneza Jabeen
Nisarg Joshi
Thomas Koeln
Maha Khan
Courtney King
Artyom Krutikov
Sasha Krynauw
Faith Lewandowski
Christina Linzels
Saribay Louis
Courtney Macca
Rebecca Marcus
Alivia Martin
Jerzail Martina
Garavito Masso
Alexandra Masson
Edward Mendoza
Iris Morris
Melanie Norberto
Ruben Otaegui
Alberto Palomino
Katie Paulauskis
David Perelstine
Keyshliany Perez
Jordyn Peritz
Veronica Peters
Shane Rahilly
Veda Ramdhyan
Ariana Renteria
Jonathan Rivera
Justina Rodriguez
Haley Rosenboom
Ada-Nicole Sanger
Adeel Shahzad
Ashmini Shilchand
Gaia Simone
Sharmila Singh
Mateusz Skrzynski
Alejandro Soto
Jeffrey Spencer
Erin Stephany
Diwakshi Tejaswi
Monique Tuya
Diana Unday
Christy Voelker
Tomislav Vrsalovic
Richard Willoughby
Kira Wolak
Michael Woloski
Megan Woodring
Ko Yin
Sally Zagerman

The President's List includes full-time undergraduate students who attained a semester GPA of 4.0. The President's List is based on grades faculty provide in the grade reporting deadline. Students who requested non-disclosure of directory information under the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act are not listed.
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